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The Transitive Property
A function expresses a relationship between two particular points on the number line
by describing the steps that will take me from one to the other. This idea was the key
to understanding inverse functions: if the function is the instructions from here to there, I must be able to
work backwards through those instructions to figure out where I started. Today we looked more rigorously at
two more properties of functions that we have already guessed at based on the number line analogy.

The first thing that many of you have noticed is that, if a function says to go right five steps
and backwards eight, there is no reason I can't just rewrite that function in one step: go three
to the left. Here I am making use of what we call the associative property of addition: two
or more addition operations that occur one right after the other can be combined together.

The second idea that we have mentioned is called the transitive property. It says that if
I want to find a way from A to C, I can combine one set of instructions for getting from
A to B with another set that take me from B to C to get one long set of instructions
going from A to C.

With these two rules, along with the idea of inverse functions that we learned before, I can take the functions
that relate some set of variables and work out how to get from any one variable to any other one.

. 1 In line at a grocery store, Alice is standing seven steps behind Brett, but only two steps behind Carol.
If Brett is at the front of the line right now, how far does Carol have to go?
Please show me the steps, with functions, that you took to find this answer.

. 2 I started out with $60 from the ATM and spent $45 at the bookstore, which left me $6 short of what I
need to pay for groceries. How much do the groceries cost?
(Hint: I would use your start money, your end money, and the price of groceries as labels)

. 3 I know that the grocery store is two to the left of the baker's, and the hair salon is five to the right of
the baker's. I park my car at 10 and walk six to the left to get to the hair salon. Fill in the position of
each store on the number line below.



A→+9→–5→+2→B
C→–3→–7→+4→B
C→+2→+8→–6→D

. 4 Give the three functions shown to the right, write me functions that do each
of the following, in just one operation each.

a) Get from C to D

b) Get from B to A

c) Get from C to A

d) Get from A to D

. 5 In the game "Sorry!", landing on a particular space causes you to "slide" further along. Suppose that
landing on the circle below will move me further as indicated by the arrow. Write me functions to
show the effect of my original move, the effect of the slide, and the total amount I went.

. 6 a) Are there operations in real life that are not reversible? If so, give an example; if not, justify why
there cannot be any such operations.

b) Are there operations in life that are not transitive, meaning that one operation starts from the end
state of the other but nevertheless I cannot do them sequentially? If so, give an example; if not, justify
why there cannot be any such operations.


